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SourceBody.com to Set In Motion Comprehensive Online Resource for Vegans.
New online company to offer e-commerce shopping, informational resources, and a
communal meeting place for anyone curious about a plant-based lifestyle.
Tampa, Florida: New startup venture, SourceBody.com to launch an all vegan website
encompassing a wealth of products and resources for anyone wishing to lead a healthy
lifestyle. The company will be focusing its energies on providing health conscious
people with resources on all things plant-based and products derived naturally, without
the use of harsh manufacturing practices.
SourceBody.com will feature an online e-commerce marketplace for visitors offering
items ranging from food to body care products at discounted prices from that of brick
and mortar stores.
In addition to selling natural/plant-based food items, the website will also give its users a
diverse and concentrated listing of vegan restaurants located around the world. There
will also be an organized educational resource section on overall well-being promoting
plant-based recipes, fitness regimens, and wellness videos for self-motivated health
enthusiasts.
Moreover, this online company supports plant-based merchants, entrepreneurs, and
producers, as they will be featuring new products and services from these all-natural
vendors. Their products and services will be sold via SourceBody.com as well, creating
a boutique marketplace for vegans and non-vegans alike.
To make this experience a completely enriching one, SourceBody.com will also offer a
community situated forum supporting and connecting like-minded individuals.
In an era, where being vegan is environmentally responsible, cruelty free, and
simultaneously resulting in superb health benefits, there is no better time than now to
embrace a wholesome way of living. SourceBody.com is poised to be the biggest
online destination for the best in plant-based products, services and resources to help
you live a healthy, compassionate, and sustainable life.
Visitors can find all of this information and more at: www.SourceBody.com
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